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Abstract: Albertazzi et al. (2012) showed that people spontaneously associated certain colors with 

certain shapes in Italian participants. In order to examine whether the color-shape association 

would differ between different cultural backgrounds, we performed a similar experiment with 70 

non-synesthetic Japanese participants. In the experiment, a geometric shape selected from 12 basic 

line drawing geometric shapes and the 40 Nature Color System (NCS) color circles were shown on 

a computer display. Participants were required to intuitively choose the most "appropriate" color 

for the presented shape. Results indicated that our Japanese participants naturally established 

systematic associations between certain colors with certain shapes: Circle was often associated 

with red; Triangle, rhombus, cone, and pyramid were frequently associated with yellow; square, 

trapezium, parallelogram, hexagon, truncated pyramid were associated more with blue and green 

color groups. While some of the color-shape associations were similar to those in the previous 

study, a few differences were also noted. The present results suggest that the spontaneous color-

shape association contains both universal and culturally mediated components. 
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1. Introduction 
For a product with specific visual characteristics such as sharp edges or smooth curves, would it be more 

popular in certain color than others? Whether there were any general associations between shapes and colors has 

been a topic in both art and scientific research. Kandinsky, a renowned abstract painter, proposed the 

correspondence theory between primary colors and basic geometric shapes [15]. He claimed that there were 

implicit associations between colors and shapes: triangles are yellow, squares are red, circles are blue, etc. 

Although the concept became influential in arts and design theories, some fellow artists and researchers criticized 

the theory for not being based on empirical investigations but on Kandinsky’s biased impression [2,26]. In these 

days, few people take the theory literally.  

In fact, some art critics and researchers performed empirical studies to revisit Kandinsky’s correspondence 

theory but found different results [3,7,8,10,11,14,21]. Jacobsen found assignments of red to triangle, blue to 

square, and yellow to circle, and suggested that everyday knowledge influenced the shape-color associations by 

referring to a warning red triangle, and the yellow sun [10,11]. Dumaitrescu discovered some correspondences 

between circle and sphere with red, square and cube with blue [8]. Most recently, Albertazzi et al found that 

people established natural biased associations between triangle and yellow, circle and square with red [3]. 

Although, most of the existing results are not fully consistent with Kandinsky’s correspondence theory, they have 

verified the existence of some associations between geometric shapes and colors in normal population.  
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Studies on grapheme-color synesthesia found that some graphemes were consistently associated with particular 

colors [5,17,28,29,30,31]. Some of those grapheme-color associations appeared to be based on learning a written 

language (e.g., “b” is associated with blue), and other associations appeared to be related with the characteristics 

of letters’ shapes; round/angle or open/closed characteristic have been reported to affect the grapheme color 

association [4,12,13]. Besides, the similar color-shape associations also found in non-synesthesia populations 

[29,31]. Therefore, there might exist some associations between geometric shapes and colors based on visual 

characteristics of stimuli. 

In the light of the above-mentioned studies, we hypothesized that there would exist some associations between 

colors and shapes, which would be mediated by universal processes but partly dependent on cultural backgrounds. 

In the present study, we adopted the experimental paradigm used in Albertazzi et al. [3] and applied it to non-

synesthetic Japanese participants.  

2. Method   

2.1 Participants 
Seventy non-synesthetic Japanese college students participated in the experiment (26 females, mean age = 21.6 

year-old with SD = 2.7). All participates have normal or corrected to normal visual acuity and normal color vision. 

2.2 Apparatus and Stimuli 
Stimuli were displayed on a 15.5-inch LCD color monitor with 1920 × 1080 resolution at 60 Hz controlled by a 

laptop computer, viewed at a distance of 60 cm. The stimuli consisted of 40 hue-color filled-circles (with a radius 

of 0.64 cm; 1.22 deg in visual angle) taken from the Natural Color System Atlas, and one of 12 basic line-drawing 

shapes, including 8 types of 2-dementional shape (circle, triangle, square, rhombus, hexagon, trapezium, oval, and 

parallelogram) and 4 types of 2D projections of 3D shape (cone, pyramid, truncated cone, and truncated pyramid) 

(Figure 1a). The geometric shapes were all drawn with black lines with the width of 2.6 mm (0.03 deg) on a white 

background (100 cd/m2). We prepared three sizes for the shapes: Small, Medium, and Large. The large sizes were 

approximately four times area as the medium sizes, and the small sizes were approximately sixteenth area of the 

medium sizes (Table 1). We adopted three levels of spatial rotation as each shape rotated for 0°, 15° and 345° 

except circle. Thus, we had 102 shape stimuli (11 shapes × 3 sizes × 3 rotations + 1 shape × 3 sizes = 102 shapes). 

The shape stimulus appeared at the center of the screen and the 40 color circles were on a circumference of an 

imaginary circle with a radius of 10.2 cm (19.4 deg) (Figure 1b). 

2.3 Procedure  
The experiment was carried out in a dimly lit room (1 lux on the wall). Participants were seated in front of the 

computer-monitor and instructed to intuitively choose one color from the 40 color circles that naturally matched to 

a centrally presented shape by clicking on the color patch. The shape stimulus appeared for 100 ms, disappeared 

for 50 ms, and reappeared with the 40 color circles until a response was made. The next trial started immediately 

after the response. Each shape stimulus was randomly chosen and displayed twice, resulting in 204 trials. For each 

trial, the orientation of the color circles was altered randomly. The experiment lasted about 10 min. Experimenters 

avoided using of any color terms during the task administration. 
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Figure 1. (a) Visual stimuli of shapes in present study (0° rotation). (b) An example of stimulus display 

 

Table 1. Visual angle of all shapes in three sizes (Unit: deg in visual angle) 

Shapes/sizes 
Small Median Large 

Height Width Height Width Height Width 

Circle 1.14 1.14 4.75 4.75 9.5 9.5 

Square 1.14 1.14 4.75 4.75 9.5 9.5 

Triangle 1.24 1.43 4.85 5.42 9.7 10.74 

Parallelogram 1.14 1.24 3.99 4.85 7.79 9.03 

Rhombus 1.71 1.24 6.75 4.56 12.54 8.46 

Hexagon 1.33 1.52 4.94 5.7 8.46 9.69 

Trapezium 1.1 1.52 3.89 6.08 7.32 11.4 

Oval 1.52 1.24 5.6 4.56 9.69 7.79 

Pyramid 2.1 2.5 4.85 5.79 4.85 5.79 

Cone 2.0 1.52 6.18 2.47 6.18 2.47 

Truncated cone 2.1 2.0 5.13 4.85 5.13 4.85 

Truncated pyramid 1.8 2.5 4.66 6.27 4.66 6.27 

3. Results 
In order to facilitate analysis and interpretation, the 40 colors were grouped into 8 categories. Eight unique 

colors were grouped into 8 color categories with two adjacent colors in each side, namely, 4 basic color groups: 

yellow (YY), red (RR), blue (BB), and green (GG), and the other 4 transition groups: ‘YR’ the colors between 

yellow and red (orange), ‘RB’ colors between red and blue (purple), ‘BG’ colors between blue and green (blue-

green), and ‘GY’ colors between green and yellow (yellow-green).  

Figure 2 shows the relative choice frequency of color category for each shape. We accumulated the choosing 

times of each color category for each shape, and conducted a Pearson’s Chi-square test. The results revealed that 
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the choice of color was not independent of the presented shape (x2 = 1153, df = 77, p < .01). The size and spatial 

rotation had no significant effect on the shape-color association for each shape (size: e.g., circle, x2 = 13, df = 14, p 

= 0.1; spatial rotation (circle excluded): e.g., square, x2 = 16.6, df = 14, p = 0.7). Table 2 shows the average 

choosing frequency of each color category for each shape. Some color categories were chosen more frequently 

with certain shapes (z > 2.5, p < .05). For circle, RR was found more frequently chosen than expected (with an 

adjusted residual z of 16.5). Other significant associations were found between square and BB (z = 6.6); triangle 

with YY (z = 11.1); parallelogram and BB (z = 4.04), GY (z = 2.8); rhombus with YY (z = 4.8); hexagon with RB 

(z = 7.6), BG (z = 3.3); trapezium with BG (z = 5.5); cone with YY (z = 3.4); pyramid with YY (z = 4.5); oval with 

YY (z = 4.5), YR (z = 8.2), RR (z = 6.8); truncated cone with YR (z = 4.1); truncated pyramid with BG (z = 4.7), 

GG (z = 7.5). T-test with Bonferroni correction (relative choosing frequency with chance level) was used as an 

assistant method, and the significant results were marked with underlined in Table 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Relative choosing frequency of color groups 
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Table 2. Contingency table of colors for each shape  

 YY YR RR RB BB BG GG GY 

Circle 19.5 14.3 38.6 7.4 6.4 3.8 5.7 4.3 

Square 12.9 8.9 11.4 14.1 20.8 11.1 12.6 8.1 

Triangle 32.8 9.3 12.4 10.2 11 7 8 9.4 

Parallelogram 18.2 10.2 9.4 12.5 18.3 9.2 11.3 11 

Rhombus 26 8.7 12.4 12.5 16.2 6 9.9 8.3 

Hexagon 12.9 8.3 12.8 19 16.3 11.8 10.9 8 

Trapezium 14.4 10.9 9.4 13.4 16.6 13.6 12.9 9 

Oval 25.6 18.2 18.4 9.8 7.9 6.6 6.6 6.8 

Cone 24.4 12.5 14.3 10.2 12.6 6 10.2 9.8 

Pyramid 25.6 11.3 9.8 10.6 12.8 9.4 10.2 10.2 

Truncated cone 21.2 14.7 9 11 13.8 10.1 10.9 9.3 

Truncated pyramid 14.3 9.7 8.4 13 15.8 12.9 17.1 8.8 

     Note: Values displayed in bold and underline are significant at the level alpha = 0.05.  

4. Discussion  
In the present study, we investigated whether there would be any associations between geometric shapes and 

colors in Japanese participants. The results showed that some colors were assigned more frequently to particular 

shapes than others. While some of the color-shape associations were similar to those reported in Albertazzi et al., 

a few differences were also noted. For example, Albertazzi et al. [3] found associations between triangle and YY, 

circle and YY, RR, and squares with RR, BB for their Italian participants. For our Japanese participants, the 

strongest association was observed between circle and RR, and square only with BB. Thus, the present results 

suggest that the spontaneous color-shape association contains both universal and culturally mediated components. 

Based on the present results with conjunction of Albertazzi et al. [3], we speculate that the shapes characterized 

with curved lines as circle, oval, truncated cone were more easily to be associated with 'warm' color groups, as RR 

(red), YY (yellow), and YR (orange), whereas the shapes with sharp apex angles like triangle, rhombus, cone, 

pyramid tended to be associated with color YY (yellow). In addition, the shapes with no curved lines and no sharp 

apex angles, as square, parallelogram, hexagon, trapezium, truncated pyramid might be more frequently associated 

with 'cold' color groups, as BB (blue), BG (blue-green), and GG (green). These putative associations of yellow 

with triangle, blue with square and red with circle were consistent with Dumaitrescu (red-circle and blue-square 

associations) [7,8], but in opposition with Kandinsky’s correspondence theory (blue-circle and red-square 

associations) [15,16]. The red-circle association has been also found in several studies [3,7,8], and in our 

participants, it was the strongest association, which might be under some influences from cultural backgrounds, 

such as the Japanese flag effect.  

Previous works have suggested that simple visual shapes might be associated with certain adjectives 

[18,22,25,32], and colors might be associated with particular adjectives [1,6,9,35]. Colors could be warm or cold, 

and deep or light, etc. Shapes could be hard or soft, and round or sharp, etc. At the same time, it is not difficult to 

imagine "soft or hard" colors and "warm or cold" shapes. The semantic information conveyed by visual shape and 
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color features might be shared and associated. Albertazzi et al. [3] suggested the color-shape associations were 

determined by the “warmth” of both shapes and colors and the degree of “natural lightness” of hues. We 

hypothesized the spontaneous associations between color and shape might be interpreted by the images exuding 

between shape and color domains. A supplementary experiment examined this possibility showed that the 

“warm/cold” perception of colors and shapes accounted for most of those color-shape associations. ‘Warm/cold’ 

colors were more easily to be associated with the ‘warm/cold’ perceived shapes, like color red to circle, blue to 

square. Furthermore, the left little color-shape associations might be interpreted by the “soft/hard” perception. 

While we found the ‘soft/hard’ colors tended to be assigned to the ‘hard/soft’ shapes, like yellow to triangle. 

Those results implied that the visual system naturally modulated the color shape correspondence according to both 

consistent and complementary semantic images. 

In all, we found the systematic color shape associations in Japanese population, which contain both universal 

and cultural components compared with previous studies. The shared semantic perception of “warm/cold” and 

“soft/hard” for both color and shape might interpret the associations between them. Future study could combine 

the lightness and saturation effect of color to investigate the color shape associations. 
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